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ON BITOPOLOGICAL C.COMPACTNESS 

By J.Swart 

Introduction 

It is weJl known that every continuous map from a compact space 10 a Haus 

dorff space is cIosed. Viglino [8], initiated the stndy of a larger class of spaces. 

caJled C-compact spaces. for which this prφerty still hoJds. The idea of C-com 

pactness was generalized independentJy to bitopological spac않 by the author 

([5], Chapter 3.2 and [6]) and by Vasudevan and Goel [7J. The definitions are 

different and both lead to notions morc gcneral than FJetcher. HoyJe and Pat. 

ty’s pairwise compactness [3J. In common with the latter they are not product 

invariant , have the “ maxlmal compact" and “ minimal Hausdorff" property and 

each may be characterized in tenns oI the adherent cODvergence of certain open 

filter bases. ln [2], Cool‘e and Reilly compared various notions of bitopological 

compactness and in [6J the author gave a bitopological compactness implications 

diagram based on the results in [2J and [6J and incIuding his notion of pωrwtse 

C-co1Jtpactness. The diagram is extcnded below to incIude Vasude、 aD and Goel's 
notion of pairwise C-compactness. TerminoJogy is as in [2J. 

DEFINITION. Let (X. T 1' T z) be a bitopological spacc. A옹X any T i-c1osed 

subset of X and U any T {open cover of A. 

(1) If it is always possible to find a finite subfamily [U l' …. U.J of U such 

that 

AζcIT [ U Uι 4 
‘ l\ k = l ‘/ 

we say X is pairtuise C-compa~t ( [히 . [어). 

(2) lf it is always possible 10 find a finite subfamily [U l' .... U.J of U such 

that 
, • 、

AζcIr ， [ U U, Il 
j ’ \k= l ‘/ 

we say X is VG-pairwise C-compact ([7]). 

In each case i. jE {I. 2J and i옹j. 

The following is an example of a pair、，vise C-compact space which is not VG-
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pairwise C-compact. 

EXAMPLE 1. Let X= [0, 1], T 1 =usual topology on X , and T 2= {Ø, X , {lj}. 

To 5how that ( X , T p T
2

) is \Îa irwise C-compact, consider the T 2- cIosed set 

[0, 1) and any T1-open cover U 01 it. lf U does not contain X then one 01 its 

members must contain a set 01 the Iorm [0, b) for some O <b드1 and then c1 T ‘· [0. b) = [0. 1) . It is now easy to 5εe that X is pairwisc C-compact. On the othcr 

hand, the T2-closed set [0.1) has T,-open covcr U = [[O, b) IbE(O, l) } and the 

T ,-cIosure 01 thc union over any fin ile subfamily 01 U is [O, b], some O< b < I , 

which does not contain [0,1). 

The next example gives a VG-pairwise C-compact space which is not painvise 

C-compac야t. 

EXAMPLE 2. [4] . Let X =[-I , O) U (O, I] and consider (X, L , R) where L 

and R are the left ray and righ t ra y topologies induced on X. Consider the 
f/ 1 .11 _.. _ ~1 

L -cIosed set ω， 1] with R-open cover U = H•. 11 ' IlEN, "는2} . The L.c1osure 
l 、 n' - J 

u • 1 of any finite union of members of U is I ,;1. ’ 11. some positivc integer 11l. which 

does not contain (0, 1] . Hence (X. L , R) is nm pairwisc C-compact. However, 

(X. L , R) is VG-pairwise C'compact: consider any proper L-c1osed set A. Notice 

that lEA 50 that some member of any R -open CQver of A must contain 1 and 

cIR {lj =X. The result fo llows by symmetry. 

The finaI example gives a space which is B-compact. i. e. every T (open cover 

of the space has a f inite T{open subcover, i , jE [I . 2} and i "" j ([1], [2]), but 

is not pairwise C-compact in either sense 

EXAMPLE 3. Let X = [0, 1]. 

T 1= {Ø, x , {O} } U {[O, 0) 1 0<0드II 

T.,= {ç\. X . {1} i U {(a , 1] 1 0드0 <1) 

Then ( X , T
" 

T 2) is B • compact ([2], Example 3) but i5 not pairwise C-compact 

or VG • pairwise C-compact: consider the T,-cIosed 5et A= (O. I] 2nd the T2-open 

cover U = ((0 , 1]10< 0 < 11 01 A. Any union over a finite subfamily 01 U is of 

the form (a , 1] . so me O<a < 1 and neither t hc T ,-cIosurc nor the T2-cI05ure of 

(a. ll contains A. 

In view of the resul ts in [2]. [6], [7] and the above examples the following 

implications diagram holds where 110 arrQws can be reversed and no others fitted. 



OJZ Bitopologica/ C-Compactnßss 

VG-pairwise C-compact 
T 

fioite-• semj -compact• pairwise compact 
• i 

pseu옛o-compact pairw ise C-compact 

B-compact 
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